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1. The fixture schedule appearing on sheet E-600 says the pole light heads are to be mounted on 
30’ poles. The site lighting schedule on electrical site plan E-001 says the poles are to be 25’ in 
height. Please confirm which is correct. 
LEAF: 25’ pole height is correct. 
BFC: Pedestrian light poles are 12’ 

2. A review of both the electrical and architectural site plan doesn’t show any flag pole. Please 
confirm whether or not a flag pole is part of the scope of work for this project. At issue is 
whether or not illumination is required. 
PBK: Flagpoles are on the Landscape documents.  Flagpoles are on the ES22 side of the 
demarcation line. 

3. ES - Sheet S2.13 - Pier P1 between C6 and CA - Is this pier needed? 
4. ES - Sheet S2.22 shows the lift system track only in room B124. Sheet A10.02 shows the track in 

rooms B124 and B121 and B120. Please verify. 
5. MS - Sheet S-101E - There is a pier located at EK and E1 that does not have a call out, please 

verify 
Dunaway structural: This pier is removed by addendum. 

6. MS - Sheet S101H - Please specify the pier types on detail 2 Screen wall at Area H. 
Dunaway structural: The screen wall pier type is E. 

7. MS - Sheet S-101D - Please verify if the pour strip should continue on this sheet as shown on 
sheet S-101 
Dunaway structural: The pour strip continues through Area D. 

8. ES - Is an Emergency Responder Radio System (ERRS) required for the Elementary School? The 
Middle School specification Section 28 05 44 covers the Middle School, but there is no such 
section in the Elementary School specifications. 

9. ES - Is an Emergency Responder Radio System (ERRS) required for the AG Facility? At only 6700 
sq. ft., it is likely to be too small to require an ERRS, but is it required? 

10. MS - What are the exact frequencies required by the AHJ for the ERRS? The Middle School 
Specification 28 05 44 Section 1.2.F says we must test on frequencies in use by the local 
agencies as directed by the AHJ.  Section 2.2 B.1 says we must provide Bi-Directional VHF, UHF, 
and 700-900 MHz Amplifier(s) as needed. Section 2.2.C Supported Frequencies says the system 
shall support VHF, UHF, and 700-900 MHz as required. But there is no specification of the exact 
frequencies required. Please specify the exact frequencies required for the ERRS. 
LEAF: The contractor shall contact the AHJ to specify the exact frequency / frequency range 
immediately prior to the time of purchase of the system devices.  It may be that at the time of 
purchase the frequencies used by first responders are changed from what are used at the 
current time. 

11. MS - Sheet A-104B - Keynote 05 Furniture NIC - Are the specs. 12 56 51 for the mobile carts that 
are shown in elevation A-4343 (A-424?) detail 11? If so are all the rectangles along the walls in 
rooms B125 and B129 on sheet A-104B mobile shelving? Are there any other areas that this 
spec. would apply to? 
PBK: Specification 12 56 51 will be deleted by addendum.  Library shelving and furniture will 
be OFOI. 

12. MS - Sheet A-431 detail 12 it is calling out for a painted CMU Wall Graphic Mural. Is this in fact 
painted rather than vinyl, since all others specifically reference vinyl? If so, is there an image and 
dimensions available to be priced? 
PBK: Painted murals not detailed graphically will be covered by the super graphics allowance. 
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13. MS - sheet A-010 Enlarged Site Plan shows 1 Flagpole.  With S01 Keynote Text Flagpole Re: 27/A-
011.  The Detail does not show the type or height, etc. for the flagpole.  Please verify. 
PBK: There will not be any flagpoles in the MS7 scope of work. Flagpoles are shown in the 
Landscape documents and are on the ES22 side of the demarcation line.  A-010 Flagpole will 
be deleted by addendum. 

14. MS - Please provide a specification section for the flagpole as it was not included in the spec. 
book. 
PBK: There will not be any flagpoles in the MS7 scope of work. Flagpoles are shown in the 
Landscape documents and are on the ES22 side of the demarcation line. 

15. ES - Sheet L403 detail 5 is calling out 6 flag poles. Spec. 10 75 16 1.001 B is calling out 1 pole. 
Please verify. Are we to provide flags for all six poles? Are all six poles to have armed forces flags 
on them? Do verify that we will be installing a 4x6 flag on a 60' pole. Typically, this is what we 
see. For 35' flagpoles the recommended size flag is 6' x 10'.  For 60' flagpoles the recommended 
size flag is 12' x 18' . 

16. ES - Window Schedule A8.01 - Frame Type AA calls for Storefront while the details are for 6" 
Curtain Wall - which is correct?  

17. Its listed in the specs to match the existing Intrusion Detection System. The system manufacture 
is not listed. What system is existing? 
LEAF: There is no existing system.  Existing verbiage will be removed from the specifications by 
addendum 

18. Electrical Site Plan E-001 has Keyed Note 8 which reads in part “Provide feeder from MSA to AG 
building…” This is also shown in the one-line appearing on E-500. On E-501 there is a stand-
alone detail calling for a 400A disconnect to be attached to the AG building. However, the AG 
building is not part of the scope of work for the Middle School. It is part of the work for 
Elementary School #22. Please confirm this crossover of work between the two projects is 
intended. 
PBK: Contractors are encouraged to bid the scope for each project separately following the 
demarcation line.  If each project is awarded to a different contractor we anticipate there will 
be coordination and negotiation of demarcation-crossing items during construction. 
 

19. Are the recycled plastic benches for these schools with or without backs?  
With Backs 

20. It was noted Addendum #2 issued today is only for the Middle School #7 project. Will the 
forthcoming addenda for the Elementary School #22 + Ag Facility project be issued as 
Addendum #03, or will there will be an Addendum #2 specific to the elementary school + ag 
facility project? 
No 

21. Please advise if the contractor is to pick up the fees for the general building permit. 
PfISD will pay for general building permit. 

22. Please advise if the subcontractor qualifications discussed are to be required, and if so, please 
confirm this information is to be submitted 48-hours after the bid date (Thursday, Oct. 31 @ 
4:00PM). This is only shown as a requirement in the Elementary School #22 + Ag Facility 
Specifications. 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

23. Would it be acceptable to issue the Civil CAD files to assist in estimating? 
PfISD Civil CAD files will be made available for estimating purposes only.  Contractors assume 
all risk.  CAD files are not part of the contract documents. 
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24. Please advise if it is acceptable for the Bid Alternates and Unit Costs pricing to be submitted 1-
hour after the base bid submission. 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

25. It is noted that Procore Management Software will be required for these project. Are there any 
other computer software requirements (e.g. BIM services)? 
PfISD: There are no other software requirements. 

26. Both belled and straight shaft piers are detailed and scheduled, noted that either are 
acceptable. Please confirm PFISD’s intent is only to proceed with whichever pier system is more 
economically beneficial and is not wanting to see comparison pricing within our proposal. 

27. Please confirm pier casings, if required, are not to be included within proposals from the 
concrete contractors as it is being carried in the Base Bid under the Foundation Allowances. 
PfISD: Foundation allowance is intended to cover pier casing at unit cost price. 

28. Please confirm the Proposal Form is only required to be included in the physical proposal 
marked ORIGINAL and is not required in the neither two physical copies nor the two electronic 
copies on flash drives. 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

29. For the Ag Facility project, please confirm there are no pre-engineered metal building insulation 
requirements. 

30. For the Ag Facility project, Drawing Sheet A7.01 shows for tube steel sub-framing within the pre-
engineered metal building. Would it be acceptable for the PEMB provider to substitute the tube 
steel for alternate sub-framing material by the PEMB provider as long as it meets the specified 
loading requirements? 

31. Please see the attached Drawings Sheet C-32. For the Middle School #7 and Elementary School 
#7 projects, please advise how the site utilities are to be split between these two projects as 
there is overlap in scope. For instance, on Drawing Sheet C-32 of the Elementary School #22 
project, only portions of Storm Sewer Lines ‘K’ and ‘J’ are shown to be within the scope of work 
with the remainder of the lines being in the Middle School #7 scope of work. Additionally, Storm 
Sewer Lat ‘K1’, ‘K3’, ‘K4’, and ‘H8’ (along with their respective box inlets or curb inlets) are 
shown to tie into Storm Sewer Line ‘K’, but it isn’t exactly clear on whom is to provide Storm 
Sewer Line ‘K’. Lastly, the drawing reads for the curb inlet at Station 2+41.46 of Storm Sewer Lat 
‘L7’ to be in the Middle School #7 project, but the actual Storm Sewer Lat ‘L7’ is to be included in 
the Elementary School #22 project. 
PfISD: Contractors are encouraged to bid the scope for each project separately following the 
demarcation line.  If each project is awarded to a different contractor we anticipate there will 
be coordination and negotiation of demarcation-crossing items during construction. 

32. Electrical lighting drawing EL-102B for area B shows the ceiling for Electrical Room B120 to be 
exposed-to-structure. The ceiling finish for this room on A-103B also indicates exposed. 
However, RCP A-132B shows this ceiling to be gyp board.  
Room B120 gyp ceiling should be removed by addendum. 

33. Electrical lighting drawing EL-102B for area B shows the ceiling for Electrical Room B120 to be 
exposed-to-structure. The ceiling finish for this room on A-103B also indicates exposed. 
However, RCP A-132B shows this ceiling to be gyp board.  
Restroom C106 on EL-102C shows an exposed-to-structure ceiling. The ceiling finish for this 
room on A-105C indicates gyp board. RCP A-133C shows gyp board. 
Custodial J108 and Athletic Storage J109 on EL-102J, both show exposed-to-structure ceilings. 
The ceiling finish for these rooms on A-117J also indicates exposed. However, RCP A-139J shows 
both of these rooms to have gyp board ceilings. 
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In all of these cases, please indicate the correct ceiling finish. At issue is whether or not the light 
fixtures in these rooms need to be quoted with flange kits to account for installation in a gyp 
board ceiling. 
Room B120 gyp ceiling should be removed by addendum. 

 Room C106 will have a gyp ceiling as shown on A-133C 
 Room J108 and J109 will have gyp ceilings a shown on A0129J. 
 

34. Concessions, building J, shows no exits or emergency lighting on EL-102J. Please confirm if this is 
the intent. 
LEAF: Fixtures will be added by addendum. 

35. Electrical lighting drawing EL-104B has 8’ long linear fixtures identified as type T fixtures. There 
is no T fixture in the schedule appearing on E0600. Please provide the missing part number. 
LEAF: Fixture schedule will be updated by addendum. 

36. RE: Pre-proposal meeting – Please confirm that only one (1) Proposal form with the pricing is to 
be turned in at bid time, along with one (1) original, two (2) copies and two (2) flash drives of 
the qualifications.  
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

37. Should the Forms A, B, C, D, E and F be submitted with the Pricing Proposal form? Or, should 
these be included with the Qualification response?  
PfISD: Yes, submit with pricing proposal form. 

38. RE: Pre-proposal meeting – mention was made of a subcontractor list and qualifications are to 
be turned in. The RFCSP does not address this requirement. Please clarify.  
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

39. We respectfully request that if a subcontractor list is required, please allow this information be 
submitted 24 to 48 hours after the bid time. Additionally, please allow this information to be 
emailed to you in lieu of delivery of hard copies of this information.  
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

40. RE: Pre-proposal meeting – Is the cost of the permit to be included in the Contractor’s Base Bid 
proposal?  
PfISD: Cost of general building permit is not to be included in contractor’s base proposal. PfISD 
will pay for general building permit. 

41. We respectfully request alternate and unit pricing be submitted an hour after the Base Bid is 
presented (i.e. 5 PM CDST), and then once the Alternates and Unit prices are submitted the Base 
Bid and Alternates be read publicly. Due to the number of alternates and the trade involved in 
the alternates, this will insure a response to the alternates.  
PfISD: Alternate prices will be accepted later. Unit prices are due at time of proposal. Refer to 
PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

42. Unit Prices – Is the cost per lineal foot the unit of measure being requested for the  
a. Pier casings?  

b. Drilled footings? 

PfISD: Yes, per linear foot.  Revised form attached. 

43. Is spray fireproofing required on this project? Being there is a discrepancy with the Construction 
type on sheet G-010, Contractor cannot determine this. If so, please provide a specification for 
the spray fireproofing.  
PBK: MS7 Construction type discrepancy will be corrected by addendum. 
Spray fireproofing is not required for MS7. 
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44. What is the intent of the dark dashed lines in Rooms B116 and C126?  
PBK: MS7 
B116 dark dashed rectangles are NIC. 
C126 dark dashed rectangles are NIC unless clarified by addendum. 

45. Drawing A-106C- Art Room C133 – Is there casework on the East wall of this room, other than 
the teacher wardrobes? Please provide an elevation if so.  
PBK: Scope has been clarified by addendum. 

46. RE: Drawing A-108D, Vestibule D101 – There appears to be some element in front of each 
window (D101A and D101B) in the Vestibule, like maybe a bench? What is this?  
PBK: MS7 Element will be deleted by addendum. 

47. Locker Room Benches – Specification Section 105113, Item 2.4 describes laminated hardwood 
maple benches; whereas details on Drawing A-111F shows concrete benches. Please clarify.  
PBK: MS7 
Integral locker bases are concrete as shown on A-111F. 
Freestanding benches key note 72 are specified in 10 51 13. 

48.  RE: 3/A-401 Room E119 – Are there lockers on the West wall? If so, what type are these? If not, 
what is being indicated on this wall?  
PBK: MS7 Locker types will be added by addendum. 

49. RE: 3/A-401 Room E119 – Is a handicapped bench indicated in this Shower?  
PBK: MS7 Yes, that is what TA-10 indicates. 

50. RE: 16/A-401 Room F104 – What type lockers are on the North wall?  
PBK: MS7 Locker types will be added by addendum. 

51. RE: Drawing A-431 – the elevation for East Gym E101 indicates a painted mural. Please confirm 
this will be purchased through the Super Graphics Allowance.  
PBK: MS7 This painted mural will be procured under the Super Graphics Allowance. 

52. RE: Drawing A-431 – the West elevation for Corridor E127 indicates a vinyl graphic. By the 
description in Section 012100-Allowances this would be part of the Base Bid. Please confirm this 
is the intent.  
PBK: MS7 Vinyl printed graphics should be part of base bid scope. 

53. Drawing C-17 – this drawing does not appear to show the continuation of the walk (Plan West) 
from drawing C-16 and adjacent to Detention Pond no. 1. Please clarify. 
Dunaway Civil: This missing sidewalk was added to replacement sheet C-17 provided in 
Addendum 5. 

54. Note 4 on the Architectural A-1xx plans references a Teachers Wardrobe Cabinet. It is noted as 
NIC, yet a detail is referenced for this casework in the note. Please confirm the Teacher’s 
Wardrobe Cabinets are not in this scope of work.  
PBK: MS7 Teacher’s Wardrobe cabinets are NIC.  Teacher Wardrobe cabinets will be OFOI 
furniture. 

55. Please provide a specification for the markerboards. 
PBK: Specification will be issued by addendum. 

56.  Please provide a specification/model number for the kraft paper roll in the Work Rooms (for 
example -RE: Drawing A100, Note 84 and other rooms).  
Keynote will be changed to make this item OFOI. 

57. Please provide a specification for the cubicle curtain tracks.  
PBK: Specification will be issued by addendum. 
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58. Please provide a specification and requirements for the projection screen at the Stage. 
LEAF: The screen specifications are shown “by area” in 27 41 13. 

59.  Are the display cases to include an integral light per specifications? Not all Architectural 
elevations or Electrical power plans indicate provisions for the display cases to include this 
feature. Please clarify this requirement and electrical needs. 
PBK: MS7 All display cases should have integral lighting as indicated in the specifications. 
LEAF: Refer to Addendum 5. provide power. 
Pfluger: Display cases will have integral lights.  This will be addressed in the next addendum. 

60.  Corner Guards – where are corner guards to be provided? The Spec Section 102613 states as 
shown on Drawings, but none have been indicated. Please clarify. 
PBK: Refer to interior elevations. 
Pfluger Will be shown in drawings with next addendum. 

61.  RE: Concession Stand Slab – what is the thickness of the slab and reinforcing requirements? 
Details on S-151 references Foundation Plan, but no information is provided.  
Dunaway Structural: The slab is 5” thick with #3 @14”OC each way. 

62. Drawing E-001 – Electrical Site Plan does not show the parking area adjacent to the Ag Building. 
Will there be any site lighting provided at this parking lot?  

63. Note 3 on Drawing E-500 under the One Line Diagram notes mentions a “chiller”. Please clarify 
the use of this note.  
LEAF: Chiller note will be removed from One Line Diagram by addendum. 

64. Specification Section 281300 –Access Control Systems, item 1.6 A calls for Alternate pricing “to 
provide a Lenel access control system,” as does the list of Alternates on Drawing G-010 and 
Section 012300. The Proposal form issued in Addendum No. 1 does not allow for this. Please 
clarify.  
PfISD eliminated bid alternates for Access Control. – BASE BID is OPEN OPTIONS 

65. Specification Section 281600 – Intrusion Detection System, item 1.1 F calls for Alternate pricing 
for a “comparable Napco intrusion detection system,” as does the list of Alternates on Drawing 
G-010 and Section 012300. The Proposal form issued in Addendum No. 1 does not allow for this. 
Please clarify.  
PfISD eliminated bid alternates for Intrusion Detection System. – BASE BID is OPEN OPTIONS 
DMP 

66. Specification Section 282300-Video Surveillance System, item 1.2 A calls for Alternate pricing for 
a “Video Insight Monitor Plus system,” as does the list of Alternates on Drawing G-010 and 
Section 012300 .The Proposal form issued in Addendum No. 1 does not allow for this. Please 
clarify.  
PfISD eliminated bid alternates for Video Surveillance System. –   BASE BID is OPEN OPTIONS 
VIDEO INSIGHT SYSTEM 

67. RE: Drawing TN-104E-Please confirm the Ceiling mounted projectors (CMP) in the Gym are 
provided by the Owner, inclusive of the scissor lift; Contractor shall install.  
LEAF: Video projectors and projector scissor lifts shall be OFCI.  Specifications and drawings 
will be updated by addendum. 

68. RE: Spec Section 274116 – Integrated Audio-Video Systems – Who is the manufacturer of the 
projectors the Owner is purchasing? According to item 2.2 A of this section, the Owner is 
providing the projectors, LCD panels and mounts for these items; and the Installer is to be an 
authorized dealer of the specified projector manufacturer (RE: 1.4 A.1) Thus, we will need to 
know the manufacturer of the projectors in order to solicit and obtain proposals for installation 
of this Owner furnished equipment.  
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LEAF: As the video projectors are OFCI it is not required that the contractor be an authorized 
dealer.  This verbiage has been removed from the specification by addendum. 

69. Can we get clarification on the bike racks for both schools? They have specified a wave rack but 
on the plans they look like they may be U Style. 
BFC: Bike racks are specified on sheet L108.  U racks specified in Addendum 5. 

70. MS #7  Cannot Locate the umbrellas as listed on Sheet L 1.08 Material Schedule Key Note F7. 
BFC: Umbrellas are in Courtyard.  See sheet L303 for added keynotes. 

71. ES #22  Sheet L3.03 Detail 1 Educational Garden. F7 as listed on the material schedule on Sheet 
L1.05 is the Trough Planter but in that same area it has F7 next to what looks like an umbrella. 

72. Sheet L1.05 Material Schedule Key Note F2 Bench Trailside Recycled Plastic Bench cannot locate 
on the plans  
BFC: For MS7 the benches are at west entry under architectural canopy. See sheet 2/L303. 

73. Sheet L1.05  Key Note F5 Trash Receptacle cannot locate on the plans. 
BFC: For MS7 trash cans are located around the building entrances and courtyard.  See 
keynotes F.5 and F.14. 

74. ES 22 Can you please confirm that the limestone seats shown on L301 are the same limestone 
seats shown on 9/L400? 

75. MS 7  Lighting drawing EL-102F for area F shows a wall-mounted occupancy sensor in Custodial 
F101, but no light fixture for it to control. Similarly, architectural RCP A136F shows no light 
fixture. Please provide the fixture type of the missing light fixture.   
LEAF: Refer to addendum 5. 

76. MS 7  RR/Shower F102 on EL-102F has no lighting control indicated. Please provide the desired 
missing switch. 
LEAF: Provide key switch adjacent to space. 

77. MS 7  There appears to be an undesignated downlight in RR/Shower F102. A136F also shows 
this fixture. Please provide the missing fixture designation. 
LEAF: All round downlights to be type B. 

78. MS 7  Lighting drawing EL-102F for area F shows a wall-mounted occupancy sensor in Custodial 
F101, but no light fixture for it to control. Similarly, architectural RCP A136F shows no light 
fixture. Please provide the fixture type of the missing light fixture. 
LEAF/PBK: Refer to Addendum 5. 

79. RR/Shower F102 on EL-102F has no lighting control indicated. Please provide the desired missing 
switch. 
LEAF: Provide key switch adjacent to space. 

80. There appears to be an undesignated downlight in RR/Shower F102. A136F also shows this 
fixture. Please provide the missing fixture designation. 
LEAF: All round downlights to be type B. 

81. Good morning, please see attached Elevation for clarification. On area E there are a couple of 
places that I believe may be BK2. Can you please confirm or clarify (email sent to Jimmy with 
attachment 10/9/19). 

 
82. There does not appear to be a door hardware schedule for the Weiss Ag Facility. Please provide 

door hardware set information for all openings at the ag facility. 
83. Please provide door hardware set for opening A107.B at ES 22. 
84. The door hardware sets indicated in the door schedule on sheet A8.00, do not appear to match 

the hardware sets provided in specification 08 71 00. Please advise. 
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85. The following openings appear to be included in the door schedule, but do not appear to be 
included in specification 08 71 00. Please advise. 
OPENING HDWE SET 
B104.B   001 
B114   203 
C106   C174AM [NOT IN THE SPECS. PLEASE PROVIDE IF CORRECT] 
C206   C714AM 
C221.B   001 
C225   C174AM [NOT IN THE SPECS. PLEASE PROVIDE IF CORRECT] 
C226   552 
C227   552 
C228   552 
C232   552 
C233   552 
C234   552 

86. Multiple specifications appear to indicate LEED requirements including Cast In Place Concrete, 
Electric Traction Elevator, hvac piping insulation, etc. Is this a LEED project? What LEED criteria is 
to be met? Please advise. 

87. Reference Detail 9 on Sheet A9.30. The media center display shelves appear in the elevations 
but they do not appear to be indicated on the floor plans. Please provide locations for the 
display shelves? Are these to be installed up against the glass. If so, please provide attachment 
details. Please advise. 

88. There is only one typical display case shown on the plan views outside of the clinic, but several 
display cases are shown in the elevations. Please indicate on the plans for approximate 
locations. Are any to be recessed into the wall or will they all be in the corridor? Please advise. 

89. The display cases appear to indicate a light fixture – “RE: MEP”, but there do not appear to be 
light fixtures or power indicated in the electrical drawings for these. Please advise. 

90. There does not appear to be any casework in most classrooms. Will the classrooms require any 
additional casework? Will storage cabinets/teacher wardrobes be owner provided? Please 
advise. 

91. Reference specification 13 34 19 Pre-Engineered Metal Building Frame. Paragraph 2.05 A 
indicates roof panels to be MBCI Superlok, Arch. Building Components, Inc, or approved 
alternate. Paragraph 2.08 A indicates Roof Panels to be MBCI 7.2. Please confirm that the MBCI 
7.2 panels are intended for use as wall panels. Please advise. 

92. Reference the MS#7 and ES #22 Public Improvement drawings. There appears to be an existing 
water line, existing water valves , and an existing fire hydrant that are all within the proposed 
limits of pavement for the new turn lanes on Pleasonton Parkway. Will valves or hydrant need to 
be modified or moved for new pavement. Also, it appears that there may be an underground 
electrical vault in this area. Do these items need to be moved or modified? Please advise. 
Dunaway Civil: The contractor shall adjust the existing water valves, valve covers, and fire 
hydrants within the proposed pavement for the East Road and turn lanes on Pleasanton 
Parkway. The contractor shall coordinate the relocation of existing power and light poles with 
the City of Pflugerville and utility providers. 
PfISD: The cost to relocate the poles will be paid by the District. 

93. Reference Sheet 16 of the MS#7 and ES #22 Public Improvements. Drawings appear to indicate a 
utility pole to be relocated. This will need to be relocated by the utility company. Will this be a 
cost of the owner or the general contractor? Please advise. 
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Dunaway Civil: The contractor shall coordinate the relocation of existing power and light poles 
with the City of Pflugerville and utility providers. 
PfISD: The cost to relocate the poles will be paid by the District. 

94. Reference Sheet 09 Grading Plan for the MS #7 and ES #22 Public Improvements. There appear 
to be some significant grade changes along the existing overhead electrical lines that are parallel 
to the proposed East Road Improvements, with significant fill added in this area. Will the power 
poles need to be removed and reset? Please confirm that general contractor will not be 
responsible for costs for resetting power poles if required. 
Dunaway Civil: Adjustments to the existing power poles along East Road are not anticipated. 
PfISD: Should they be required, the cost will be paid by the District. 

95. Detail 17/Sheet A7.20 includes a callout that references detail 4/A5.15. There does not appear 
to be a detail 4 on sheet A5.15. Please provide roofing detail. Please advise. 

96. Reference details 6, 7, & 8 on sheet A1.03. Detail 6 indicates that playground canopy structure is 
to be galvanized steel framing. Detail 7 indicates that playground canopy is to be preengineered 
metal canopy system. Detail 8 indicates playground canopies to have aluminum metal deck. Are 
the playground canopies to be provided by the playground equipment supplier and to included 
in the playground equipment allowance, or are they to be pre-engineered metal buildings, or 
are they to be aluminum canopies, by an aluminum canopy installer? Please advise. 

97. Reference Sheet EU1.1. There does not appear to be a description for callout S16. Please advise. 
98. Reference Detail 2/L402. The detail indicates that a 1200 gallon tank is to be installed. Sheet 

L105 List of furnishings indicates that a 1480 gallon tank is to be installed. Also, there does not 
appear to be a specification for the cistern tank. Please advise. 

99. Reference specification 27 62 00. The electronic access control specification includes an 
alternate add option to go with Lenel Systems in lieu of Open Options. Is this intended to be an 
alternate, or is Lenel Systems considered an equal system to the Open Options system? Please 
advise. 

100. Reference detail 3/A3.01. There appears to be a wide base approximately 18” high 
below the bottom of the curved window wall between the Maker space and window wall area. 
Is this intended to be a bench at the bottom of this window, or is this just drywall? There is no 
wall section detailing what is to be installed at the base of the window. 

101. Reference Section 4 on sheet A7.15. Are columns to be grouted solid between masonry 
veneer and cmu? Also, will the cast stone cap be installed in two pieces, to allow for it to be 
installed around the structural column? Please provide the plan view of the cast stone cap, 
indicating dimensions of top of column. 

102. Reference Section 4 on Sheet A7.15. The detail indicates a 12” x 12” metal sleeve over 
structural column. Please provide specifications of metal sleeve or material gage, type, etc. 
Please advise. 
 

103. Area D lighting drawing EL-102D has undesignated fixtures under the canopies 
connected to Key Note 2. Please provide the missing fixture type designation. 
LEAF: Refer to Addendum 5. 
 

104. In this same drawing, a fixture type L1 is shown with no counterpart in the schedule. 
Please provide the part number. 
LEAF: Refer to updated fixture type and schedule in Addendum 5. 
 

105. There are (4) downlights in the canopy outside Vestibule B100 on sheet EL-102B, which 
are not designated. Please provide the missing fixture type. 
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LEAF: Refer to updated fixture type and schedule in Addendum 5. 
 

106. Lighting sheet EL-102C for area C has a boys and girls restroom layout  similar to the one 
in area A shown on EL-102A. But the one in area C doesn’t have the ceiling-mounted restroom 
occupancy sensors shown in A. Please confirm if this is correct. 
LEAF: Provide occupancy sensor at that space. 
 

107. MS 7  There are fixture types EM and EM1 appearing on the lighting sheets which do not 
show up in the fixture schedule. Please provide the missing fixture types. 
LEAF: Noted fixtures will be added to the fixture schedule by addendum. 
 

108. MS 7  While reviewing all of the specs for sections impacting division 26, section 14 21 
23 Electric Traction Machine-Room-Less Elevator was noticed. 2.2, A, 1 reads “Controller located 
entirely inside the hoistway. No extra machine room or control closet space required. However, 
in beginning the review of the electrical drawings for gear & fixture BOM’s, Elevator Machine 
Room B127 was seen. Please confirm that spec section 14 21 23 applies to this particular 
project. 
PBK: Room B127 is reserved in case the AHJ requires a separate electrical disconnect in a 
separate room.  Machine-room-less elevator should be provided as specified in 14 21 23. 
 

109. Please clarify the format for the Proposal - From the Owner’s package for the Request 
for Competitive Sealed Proposals, it is understood that “Only one set of qualifications is 
needed.” To that end… 

a. The Middle School #7 Proposal package mirrors that which was issued by the 
Pflugerville School District. Whereas the Elementary is completely different. Which 
format and information requested is to be followed? 
b. The Elementary package requests an A305, but this is not requested in the Middle 
School package. Is the A305 required? 
c. The Proposal form is different from that in the Middle School package and Elementary 
package. Which form is to be submitted? 
d. The forms requested by the Middle School and the Elementary are different … 

1) As to the forms requested. 
2) As to the format of the forms. 
Please clarify which forms are required for submission, and which format is to 
be utilized in our submission. 

PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 
 

110. RE: Item 17 of the Request for Competitive Sealed Proposals calls for flash drives to be 
submitted. Please confirm the flash drives only contain the information for the Qualifications 
requested. 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 
 

111. Please clarify the bid form with regards to the Middle School Unit prices, as Unit Price 1 
– Pier Casing references ES #22. Is the labelling correct for this? 

PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 
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112. What is the value of liquidated damages being accessed? Item 36 in the Scope of Work 

states $750 per day per project, the proposal form item 9 states 4750 per project for each 
consecutive work day, and the AIA A101 item 4.5 is stating $250 per day. Additionally, AIA 201 
item 8.2.5 is highlighted with no dollar value included. 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

 
113. Please clarify the insurance requirements. Under item 26 of the Request for Competitive 

Sealed Proposal insurance requirements are listed and referred to as well in the Standard Terms 
and conditions, item 78. In AIA A102, Article 11 describes insurances, including that for Builder’s 
Risk. Please clarify the insurance coverages required. 
PFISD: Follow the bid form insurance requirements. 
 

Middle School clarifications - 
114. Please clarify the scope of work for the Middle School with regards to the Civil Site Plan 

C-10 and the Architectural Site Plan A-001. The scope of work is not indicated the same on the 
drawings. Two examples, Detention Pond 4 and the Staff Parking adjacent to the new Ag 
Building are shown in different scopes of work between these drawings. 
PBK: Follow civil drawing demarcation lines.  Architectural demarcation lines will be updated 
by addendum. 
 

115. Suggestion with regards to the West Entry that includes pavers - This element has been 
divided between the elementary and middle school scopes of work. In the event that the 
projects are awarded separately, there is a potential of two different subcontractors as well on 
the projects, which could lead to different pavers, workmanship, etc. Please consider including 
this entire paver feature in the elementary to insure consistency in the resultant product. 
PfISD: Contractors are encouraged to bid the scope for each project separately following the 
demarcation lines.  If each project is awarded to a different contractor we anticipate there will 
be coordination and negotiation of demarcation-crossing items during construction. 
 

116. Middle School Sheet S-001, Note 6 under Earthwork and Foundations for School 
Building would indicate that pier casings are not to be included in the Base Bid. Please confirm 
this is the correct interpretation, and that if casing of piers is required the unit price provided 
will be utilized against the Foundation Allowance. 
PBK: Foundation allowance is intended to cover pier casing at unit cost price. 
 

117. Middle School Sheet S-001, Note 1 under Earthwork and Foundations for School 
Building references a geotechnical report. Please provide a complete geotechnical report to the 
Contractors. 
Dunaway Structural: Reference to the Geotech has been removed from the notes by 

addendum. 

PBK: Geotechnical report will not be issued with the contract documents. 

PfISD may make the Geotechnical Investigation report available for reference, for information 

only.  It is not part of the contract documents. 

 
118. The cover page rendering for the Middle School shows a flagpole, as does the Enlarged 

Site Plan on Drawing A0-10, Note S01. Please provide specifications for same. 
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PBK: We will remove the flagpole shown on A-010 by addendum. 

 
119. Middle School Sheet G-010 indicates the Construction Type as being IIB in the 

Construction Type and Allowable Areas and Code Analysis information boxes. Yet in the Fire 
Protection information on the same sheet it states the Construction type is IB. Please confirm 
the Construction Type. 
PBK: Construction type is IIB.  Sheet will be revised by addendum. 

 
120. Additionally, please update any fire rated assemblies and the requirements thereof to 

reflect the proper Construction type. 
PBK: Construction type is IIB.  No architectural assembly changes are required in response to 

question 50. 

 
 

Elementary School #22 – 
121. There does not appear to be a geotechnical report included as a contract document for 

the elementary school. Please provide geotechnical report and all boring logs for the elementary 
school project. There appears to be a geotechnical report included for the middle school, but it 
does not include any recommendations on paving thicknesses, subgrade requirements, or sub 
base requirements. Please advise. 

122. Section 00 11 19 of the elementary school specifications lists project completion as 
March 2021. The RFCSP document lists substantial completion as April 1 for the elementary 
school. Please advise. 

123. Reference Sheet C-51. The callouts included in the Construction joint detail are not 
clear. The letters are jumbled. Please provide reinforcing requirements. Please advise. 
Dunaway Civil: Corrected text was provided on replacement sheet C-53 included with 
Addendum 2 and C-51 of Addendum 3. 

124. Reference Sheet C-51. The callouts included in the Typical paving section detail are not 
clear. The letters are jumbled. Please provide reinforcing requirements, lime stabilization 
thickness, etc. Please advise. 
Dunaway Civil: Corrected text was provided on replacement sheet C-53 included with 
Addendum 2 and C-51 of Addendum 3. 

125. Reference Sheet C-51. The 6” monolithic curb detail indicates compacted select fill 
backfill behind curb. The distance that is required behind curb is not indicated. Please advise. 
Dunaway Civil: Three (3) feet of select fill shall be placed behind the back of curb in 
accordance with the City of Pflugerville Standards. 
 

126. Reference Sheet C-51 – Note 3. Contractor is to refer to Geotech Report for Pavement 
thickness, however there does not appear to be a geotechnical report provided for the 
elementary school and the Geotech Report for the middle school does not appear to make any 
recommendations. Pavement thicknesses appear to be provided on Sheet C-2 for light duty and 
medium duty traffic. Please define which areas are defined by light duty or medium duty. Please 
advise. 
Dunaway Civil: Light and medium duty pavement thickness areas are delineated on 
replacement sheet 49 provided in Addendum 2 and replacement sheets 54 and 55 in 
Addendum 5 
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127. When we downloaded the documents from Millers we noticed plans and specs for an Ag 

Facility were included in with the ES22 documents.  Please confirm, is this in the scope of the 
project?  Do we lump in those costs with ES22 on the bid form? 

128. We understand bids are due before 4PM on Oct. 29.  May we please turn in the 
alternates, units prices and any sub lists before 5PM on that same day?  That will give us time to 
focus on producing the lowest base bids before 4PM and then follow up with the additional 
information an hour later to get the best value for PISD. 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

129. The 4PM bid time will become known by all subcontractors and their suppliers.  Some 
bids, such as those for mechanical and electrical, will come in to GC’s very close to that time.  
Can the requirement for one original, two copies and two flash drives please apply to the non-
price components of the CSP submission and the price component (the bid form) be turned in as 
one original only before 4PM? 
PfISD: Refer to PfISD updated proposal form and question/answers in Addendum 4. 

130. Most earthwork is taken off by subcontractors these days using digital computer 
programs that take off earthwork quantities from existing and proposed grading CAD plans with 
features.  Can the civil CAD files please be made available for download to the bidders for this 
purpose on this project?  We understand these are not a contract document and we take 
responsibility for any inaccuracies resulting from using these files. 
PfISD: Civil CAD files will be made available.  Probably by download from Miller Imaging. 

131. Most projects are Revit modeled and these models are useful for quantity take off.  Can 
the Revit models please be made available for download to the bidders for this purpose on this 
project?  We understand these are not a contract document and we take responsibility for any 
inaccuracies resulting from using these files. 
PfISD: Revit models will not be made available pre-bid. 

132. May you please publish the pre-proposal sign-in list? 
Sign-in sheets are available through Miller Imaging. 

133. Can we get further detailing information from the Architect in reference to the parapet 
wall section details (see below). 

i. What is the parapet substrate material that we are flashing too? 
ii. Is a metal counter flashing required at the 10-12” height above deck and then 

flash wall up above? 
iii. What type of roof material is required for the upper wall flashings? 

134. The Video Surveillance Specs for #ES 22 are not included in the file.  How do we get a 
copy? 

 
Middle School 7 Project (Questions 136 – 178) 
 
135. RE: Drawing A114G, Room G102 shows a Mat Roll Up Rack. Who provides this 

equipment? If Contractor, please provide specifications and requirements for same. 
PBK: Mat roll up rack will be changed to OFOI by addendum. 

136. RE: Drawing A114G, Room G123 – What type lockers are to be installed in this room? 
PBK: These lockers will be OFOI.  All other lockers in project are CFCI. 

137. RE: Drawing A114G, Room G125 – What is in the NE corner of this room? Casework? 
PBK: NIC filing cabinets.  Items will be deleted or designated OFOI. 
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138. RE: Drawing A116H, This area has numerous rooms with Band Instrument Units shown. 
Elevations indicate these are Wenger units. Please provide specifications for this equipment. 
PBK: Specification 11 60 00 was issued in Addendum 5. 

139. RE: Band Instrument Units – What type units are required in Room H132, East wall? 
PBK: Refer to 5/A-A429 

140. RE: Grade beam forming on Middle School – Will full faced, wood forms be required to 
form the exterior grade beams? Interior grade beams? 
Dunaway Structural: Grade beans shall be fully formed. 

141. RE: Top Soil – can existing topsoil be used for final grading of the site? Section 310000, 
2.1 D describes topsoil as having to be imported material, but other items in this section 1.1 F, 
3.4 B.1, and in section 312200 describes use of onsite topsoil. Additionally, Section 329300 
describes both imported topsoil and on-site soils. Please clarify. 
BFC: Refer to spec section 329300.  This section describes procedure for testing, amending, 
preparing and installing on-site top soils.  If on-site top soils cannot be amended to meet the 
specification, imported soils must be used.  It is our expectation that on-site top soils can be 
amended for this site based on the nature of the site and soils of the area.   

142. RE:  Recycling – Section 311313.13-Waste Material Disposal describes recycling of 
construction materials. Will this be required of the project? 
Dunaway Civil: Recycling of construction materials is not required. Specification section will be 
edited by addendum. 

143. RE: Recycling – Section 311313.13 – Waste Material Disposal, if recycling is required of 
construction materials, what is the percent performance requirement (RE: 2.2 A)? 
Dunaway Civil: There is no performance requirement for recycling. Specification section will 
be edited by addendum. 

144. In the absence of a hardware specification, will electromagnetic hardware be included in 
the Division 8 hardware specification? The Access Control section 281333 does not define 
electromagnetic hardware. 
PBK: Hardware specification issued in addendum 5. 

145. RE: Section 310000, item 3.2 describes the building pad being constructed with select fill 
materials. The structural drawing notes Drawing S-001 describes building pad preparation for 
the Middle School as using onsite soils to achieve proper grade for this building pad; and using 
select fill for the concession stand building pad. Please clarify this discrepancy between the 
specifications and structural drawings. 
Dunaway Structural: The general notes are correct. The middle school is slab on voids and 
onsite soils can be used to achieve proper grades. The concession stands is slab on grade and 
requires select fill for pad improvement. 

146. RE: Section 123553 – This section lists Safety Goggle Cabinets as though they are 
contractor provided and installed. Drawing note #38 indicated NIC. Please clarify. 
PBK: Goggle cabinets are NIC.  Specification 12 35 53 will be revised. Refer to addendum for 
additional revisions to 12 35 53. 

147. RE: Section 123553 – Are the student lab tables to be contractor provided and installed? 
PBK: Student lab tables are NIC.  Refer to addendum for additional revisions to 12 35 53. 

148. RE: Room A113, Room A211, C217 – what are the elements on the North, South and 
East walls that are not defined? C217 this element is on the West wall, not East wall. 
PBK: Acid and flammable storage cabinet key notes were added by addendum.  Refer to LEAF 
MEPT drawings for additional information regarding untagged items. 
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149. RE: Room B201, B214 -Workroom – is there casework in this room? There is no 
elevation designation to identify if there is casework. 
PBK will revise drawings by addendum. 

150. Classroom divider panel openings – For example, Door mark A106B and A116B – the 
jamb detail 6/A472 labels these doors as “Glass Operable Folding System”. There are no 
specifications for a glass operable folding system. This is typical throughout the project for these 
doors. Please provide specifications, or clarify the door type in the Door Schedule. 
PBK: Will respond by addendum. 

151. Are the panel divider openings at the Prep Rooms off the Science labs manually 
operated Operable Partitions? These are not defined in the Door Schedule. 
PBK: Will respond by addendum. 

152. Are Doors G112A and G112B Electrically operated panel partitions? These are not 
defined in the Door Schedule or on the Electrical Drawings. Please clarify. 
PBK: Will respond by addendum. 

153. RE: Section 311313.13 – This section addresses Waste Material Disposal, yet the footer 
on each page of this section is labelled “Sanitary Utility Sewerage Piping”. 
Dunaway Civil: Will revise the specification by addendum. 

154. RE: 2/A413 Learning Stairs – the finish on the stairs calls for PCT-4. This is not scheduled 
in the Material List on A631. What is this finish? 
PBK PCT-4 will be added to the Finish Legend / materials list on A-631. 
PCT-4 / Daltile / Forest Park / Sugar maple FP96 

155. RE: Addendum 2 – Spec Section 105626 – there a several items that need to be selected 
in the specifications provided. For example, see 1.4 A “[manufactured] [Owner furnished], 1.4 B 
[recessed[ [surface] mounted… etc. There are several items similar to this throughout this 
specification that requires selection in order for this shelving to be provided. Please review and 
re-issue. 
PBK: Specification will be revised by addendum. 

156. Rooms A111, A122 and A126 are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as receiving 
sealed concrete; Drawing A-701A shows these rooms receiving LVT. What is the floor finish of 
these rooms? 
PBK: Sealed concrete 

157. Rooms B106, B108, B121, B126, B129, B140 are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule 
as receiving sealed concrete; Drawing A-701B shows these rooms receiving LVT. What is the 
floor finish of these rooms? 
PBK: 
B106, B108, B121, B126, B140 Sealed Concrete 
B129 LVT 

158. Room B100 is scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as receiving LVT; whereas Drawing 
A-701B shows this room receiving Walk-off Carpet. What is the floor finish of this room? 
PBK: Walk-off Flooring 

159. Room B146 is scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as receiving LVT; whereas Drawing 
A-701B shows this room receiving Carpet. What is the floor finish of this room? 
PBK: There is a conflict but the question the finish is reversed from the question.  Nurse’s 
office will have LVT flooring. 

160. These rooms are not indicated with a floor finish on Drawing A701B – B102, B105, B110, 
B117, B134, B144, B147. Are these rooms to follow the Room Finish Schedule? 
PBK: Drawings will be updated by addendum. In the absence of any conflict, bid what is on the 
finish schedule. 
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161. Room B136 is not scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule on Drawing A103B. Please 
provide. 
PBK: Will update the finish schedule by addendum. 

162. Rooms C100, C102, C103, C109, C112, C129, C130, C132 are scheduled in the Room 
Finish Schedule as receiving sealed concrete; Drawing A-701C shows these rooms receiving LVT. 
What is the floor finish of these rooms? 
PBK: All of these rooms, and C126 and C133, will have sealed concrete.  PBK will update by 
addendum. 

163. Room C133 is not scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule on Drawing A105C. Please 
provide. 
PBK: Will add room C133 to the finish schedule by addendum. 

164. Rooms E103, E105, E106, E126, E132 are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as 
receiving sealed concrete; Drawing A-701E shows these rooms receiving LVT. What is the floor 
finish of these rooms? 
PBK: All of these rooms will have sealed concrete.  PBK will update by addendum. 

165. Rooms E117, E120, E121, E122, E123, E124 are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule 
as receiving ceramic tile; Drawing A C133 is missing from the schedule.  Please add.-701E shows 
these rooms receiving epoxy flooring. What is the floor finish of these rooms? 
PBK: All of these rooms will have epoxy floor.  PBK will update by addendum. 

166. Room E128 is not scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule. Please provide. 
PBK: Will add room E128 to the finish schedule by addendum. 

167. Room E107 is scheduled for LVT in the Room Finish Schedule, but is shown as Ceramic 
tile on Drawing A-701E. Please clarify. 
PBK: Floor will be Ceramic Tile 

168. Room E113 is scheduled for LVT in the Room Finish Schedule, but is shown as Walk-off 
flooring on Drawing A-701E. Please clarify. 
PBK: Room E113 will have Walk-Off Flooring 

169. Rooms are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as receiving ceramic tile; Drawing A-
701E shows these rooms receiving epoxy flooring. What is the floor finish of these rooms? 
Unable to respond to this question.  No room numbers provided.  However there have been 
multiple legend/schedule corrections made by addendum. 

170. Rooms F102, F106, F107, F108, F109 are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as 
receiving ceramic tile; Drawing A-701F shows these rooms receiving epoxy flooring. What is the 
floor finish of these rooms? 
PBK: The listed rooms will have epoxy floor finish. 

171. Room F112 is scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as Sealed Concrete, whereas 
Drawing A-701F shows LVT. Please clarify. 
PBK: Floor finish will be sealed concrete. 

172. Room G104 is scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as Carpet, whereas Drawing A-
701G shows LVT. Please clarify. 
PBK: Floor finish in G104 will be LVT. 

173. Rooms G105, G107, G108, G111, G114 are scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as 
receiving sealed concrete; Drawing A-701G shows these rooms receiving LVT. What is the floor 
finish of these rooms? 
PBK: The listed rooms will have sealed concrete floor finish. 

174. Room G113 is scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as Epoxy, whereas Drawing A-
701G shows LVT. Please clarify. 
PBK: Theater dressing room floor finish will be LVT. 
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175. Room G123 is scheduled in the Room Finish Schedule as Epoxy, whereas Drawing A-
701G shows Tile. Please clarify. 
PBK: G123 will have QT floor finish.  Will update by addendum. 

176. Please verify and coordinate the Room Finish Schedule with that shown on other Finish 
drawings, RCP’s and Elevations, as there appears to be several discrepancies between the 
drawings and the Schedule. 
PBK: Bid what is on the documents or provide a list of conflicts. 

177. There are several Keyed Notes (numbers 12, 15, 75) on the Roof Plan A150, but there 
are no descriptions for these. General Notes provided on plans do not appear to correspond to 
the locations or these Keyed Notes. Please clarify. 
PBK: Keynote legend will be added by addendum. 
 

Elementary School #22 and Weiss Agriculture Facility (Questions 178 - 202) 
178. There does not appear to be a specification section included in the project documents 

for the solatubes. Please provide model information, and acceptable alternate manufacturers. 
Please advise. 

179. Reference details 2, 3, 4, & 5 on sheet A9.30. Details all appear to indicate quartz 
countertops. There do not appear to be specifications included for any solid surface 
countertops, and information is not included in specification 06 20 00 Millwork and finish 
carpentry, or in 12 32 16 Manuf. Plam. Casework. Please provide additional information on 
quartz countertop material to be used and thickness required. Please advise. 

180. Specification 09 96 72 indicates the use of a Tnemec spray applied insulative coating for 
steel penetrating the exterior envelope. Notes on exterior elevations and structural drawings 
appear to indicate that all exposed steel is to be galvanized. Please advise to what locations are 
indicated to receive the Tnemec coating described by specification 09 96 72. 

181. Was an asbestos survey developed for the existing buildings on the elementary school 
site. Was any asbestos found? Will the contractor be responsible for abatement? Please provide 
asbestos survey. 

182. Reference Sheet A10.01 of the Weiss Ag Facility drawings. Multiple types of signage are 
indicated, but there does not appear to be a room signage schedule for the Ag Facility. Please 
provide room signage schedule, or provide the type of ADA sign that is to be used for each 
room. Please advise. 

183. Reference specification 27 40 00. The specification requires that the AV installer have an 
APEX certification. This does not appear to be a requirement for the MS project. Will the APEX 
(Audiovisual Provider of Excellence) certification be required? There are a very limited amount 
of AV contractors that have this certification. This is not a specific system certification. If 
contractor is certified to install all specified products/systems, would they be acceptable to use 
on the project? 

184. The finish plans indicate that corner guards are to be indicated by symbol “CG”. There 
do not appear to be any symbols indicated on the plans. Are there any locations that the corner 
guards are intended? Please advise. 

185. The drawings and specifications appear to identify proposed marker board and tack 
board lengths but they do not appear to provide the height of each of these boards. Per the 
scale on interior elevations they appear to be 4’ tall. Please confirm that this is correct. Please 
advise. 

186. Reference the Technology Matrix Detail 4/T504. Classroom AV Systems, Large venue 
Projectors, Classroom Projectors, and Wireless Access Points are indicated to be Owner 
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Furnished contractor installed. Please provide specifications or product data of all owner 
furnished items, so that the contractor can price accordingly. 

187. The projection system schedule detail 1/T504 appears to conflict with the responsibility 
matrix. The projection system schedule appears to imply that the large area projectors are to be 
contractor furnished. Please advise. 

188. Reference the Technology Matrix Detail 4/T504. Digital Signage Players/Sources are 
indicated to be owner furnished/owner installed. Are the flat panel displays indicated for digital 
signage to be owner furnished/owner installed, or contractor furnished/contractor installed? 

189. Reference detail 9/S4.02. Notes on the detail indicate backfill requirements on the grade 
beam that conflict with back fill note 4 on same sheet. Should backfill materials be hand tamped 
in 6 inch lifts to 90% standard density or hand tamped in 8 inch lifts to 85%? Please advise. 

190. Please provide video surveillance specification 27 64 00. Specification section appears to 
be referenced in the documents but does not appear to be included. The specification is 
necessary for pricing the video surveillance alternate. Please advise. 

191. Reference Specification 09 51 00. Paragraph 2.02 B indicates that the color of the ceiling 
grid is to be white unless noted otherwise. Should black ceiling grid be used for the ACT-3 Black 
ceiling tiles. Please advise. 

192. Specification 13 34 19 indicates that 48”x48” louvers are to be provided for the Pre-
engineered metal building at the ag facility. Louvers indicated in the ag facility drawings appear 
to be 4’x15’. Also no make/model information is provided for these chain operated louvers. 
Please advise. 

193. Details 6 &7/A7.20, and Details 4,5, &7/A7.21 appear to indicate a waterproofing 
membrane at conditions similar to locations that fluid applied air barrier are applied. Should 
sheet membrane waterproofing be installed at all of these locations, or is fluid applied air 
barrier to be installed? Please advise. 

194. The elementary school finish schedule indicates rubber tile at the ramp in room D107. 
There does not appear to be a specification defining the product to be used for the rubber tile. 
Please advise. 

195. Reference specification 12 48 19 and Finish Floor Plan A9.10. The entrance mats appear 
to be recessed type mats per the specification and floor plan, but structural plans do not 
indicate a recession in the structural slab. Please provide structural details indicating how the 
structural slab is to be recessed in this area. 

196. Please confirm that all casework in science nook and science prep areas are to be 
standard plastic laminate as specified and indicated in the drawings. Please confirm that 
specialty lab casework is not to be used in these areas. 

197. Reference Enlarged Plans on sheet A3.00. TA-4 Napkin disposals only appear to be 
indicated in the multiuser gang restrooms. Please confirm that napkin disposals are not 
intended for the single user restrooms. Please advise. 

198. There is a mop sink in A118 that is not shown in the enlarged plans. Is it intended that 
there be a TA-11 mop and broom holder at this location? Please advise. 

199. Specification Sections 27 60 00, 28 00 00, and 28 05 03, all provided general 
requirements for low voltage security systems. Similar, but possibly conflicting information is 
presented in spec 27 60 00 versus 28 00 00. Are all of these specifications applicable? Please 
advise. 

200. The low voltage security specifications 27 62 00 Electronic Access control System and 27 
66 00 Intrusion Detection System describe Alternate systems that were in the previous proposal 
form. Please confirm that we are no longer to provide proposals for alternate systems. Please 
confirm that we are only to provide pricing for base bid option of Open Options system for 
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access control. Please confirm that we are no longer to provide pricing for alternate Napco 
Intrusion Detection. Please advise. 

201. Reference Sheet L200. The drawing indicates that there are three landscape alternates 
for the project. These alternates do not appear to be included in any of the proposal forms. 
Alternate LS#1 is for two additional cistern water tanks. Alternate 2 is for components to make 
the pond a source for irrigation water. Alternate 3 is for an onsite well to be provided for 
irrigation. Should pricing be submitted for these alternates. If alternates are to be included 
please provide irrigation or utility drawings indicating how these items would be implemented 
into the overall plans. Please also provide locations of two additional cisterns and foundations 
for these as well. Please advise. 

202. Reference Sheet L200. There is an LS Alternate 3 described to provide a well on site. 
Would there be any consideration to salvage the existing water well on site that is currently 
indicated to be demoed to be used to supplement irrigation? 

 


